
 
PEER REVIEW PROCESS 

Process 

 
 
Step 1: As submissions are received, they are cleansed of all identifiable markers and distributed to our 
editorial team. The editors are split in groups of 3 and are charged with reading through their assigned 
manuscripts and evaluating whether each manuscript passes our minimum requirements to be 
conditionally accepted. 
 
Step 2: A paper can be either outright rejected or conditionally accepted pending review. Papers that 
are rejected did not meet our minimum requirements and are sent back to the authors with editor 
notes. Papers that are conditionally accepted will move forward in the process, and will be sent out to 
peer reviewers.  
 
Step 3: Professors, post-docs, and graduate students are contacted and asked to volunteer their time as 
peer reviewers. Upon receipt of the manuscript, reviewers will have 4 weeks to make revisions and 
signal whether the paper requires minor or major revisions. There will be 2-3 peer reviewers per article 
with an ideal distribution of 1 professor to 2 graduate students. 
 
Step 4: The manuscript will be sent back to authors with revisions, and they will have 14 days make the 
suggested changes. Any changes not made must be strongly justified. Should the manuscript require 
major revisions, authors will have the opportunity to make those revisions and re-submit for review. 
 
Step 5: Once final revisions have been made, the final copy of the manuscript is sent back to our editors 
who will begin the formatting, layout and design process.  
 
Step 6: As manuscripts exit layout, they will be published digitally. All manuscripts that make it through 
steps 1-5 before our print deadline will featured in our physical publication, released at the beginning of 
September.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
PEER REVIEW PROCESS 

Timeline 

 
 
Submission Deadline: January 13th at 11:59pm. 
 
Third week of January: Editorial team has decided which papers are rejected or conditionally accepted 
pending review. Manuscripts that are conditionally accepted can be sent out to peer reviewers 
immediately. Reviewers have 4 weeks to return papers with revisions. 
End of February: Peer review deadline. Authors will have 14 days from the time the paper is returned to 
them to make changes.  
Mid-March: All final manuscripts should be returned to editors. Manuscripts requiring a second round 
of review will be sent to out to peer reviewer(s). Finalized manuscripts will enter the copy-editing and 
layout process.  
 
Digital publication date: Continuous.  
Print publication date: September 2017.  
 
Note: As this is our second issue, we have now a systematic review method and have decided to 
implement a rolling submission process. Manuscripts will be evaluated by editors and sent to peer 
review in the order they are submitted. The timeline above reflects the trajectory of a manuscript 
submitted in January. We will continue to work to provide the most efficient service for authors, editors, 
and reviewers in the years to come. Any questions, concerns, or comments can be directed 
sfusurj@sfu.ca.  
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